
CASE STUDY

Enfusion’s “Hedge Fund in a Box” approach
Ensuring a smooth, fast first-time fund launch for Force Hill

Force Hill Capital Management LP was able to launch its first  
fund quickly and gain the confidence of the street by using 
Enfusion.  The robust flexibility of the Enfusion platform allowed 
Force Hill to make rapid decisions and act on its investment 
strategy, giving its small team the operational reach of a much 
bigger firm. Having a single view of the truth from front-to-back 
office has had a significant impact on its ability to run and grow 
the business.

Newly-founded hedge fund Force Hill Capital Management wanted to launch 
its first fund within a matter of months. Its small team of investment and finance 
experts wanted to get up and running quickly with minimal operational overhead 
while avoiding complex and costly infrastructure decisions. 

“ By choosing Enfusion, we wanted to send  
a message to the street that we were 
institutionalized from the very beginning.”
BRIAN KESSLER

CFO/COO, Force Hill Capital Management

Force Hill’s Portfolio Manager planned to run a tight book with low net exposures, 
making frequent trades, upwards of 50 per day.  Enfusion’s quick and transparent 
trade execution was paramount.  While trading was not driven by quant 
algorithms, he needed a solution that could work almost like a direct line from 
his brain to the market.  The ability to generate orders allowed him to accomplish 
exactly that.

For Force Hill’s CFO,  built-in pre-trade compliance features to meet Rule 105 
requirements and having a single trusted and integrated view of data from 
Portfolio Management all the way back to General Ledger allows the firm to run 
lean while still remaining robust and sound.

Entity Type 
Hedge Fund

Investment Strategy 
Long/Short Equity

AUM 
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Americas
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Portfolio  
Management System
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Accounting
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Management LP



“ Everything we need in one system.  At the end of the 
day,  Enfusion allows us to maintain an operational 
process that is integrated, easy, and efficient.”
BRIAN KESSLER

CFO/COO, Force Hill Capital Management

Up and running in nine weeks

Despite Force Hill’s complex business needs and a 
desire to have custom views and reports to conduct 
business in the specific way it wanted,  Enfusion 
was able to get them up and running within nine 
weeks.  Force Hill has grown its  AUM by over 50% 
since launching a little over one year ago.

BENEFITS AND ROI

Cloud-based, scalable solution

Enfusion gave Force Hill access to institutional-
class technology from day one, with no technology 
footprint and a minimal learning curve.

Customized front-to-back tools 

Force Hill is able to run its business exactly as it 
wants, from portfolio management and order/
execution management to accounting/IBOR  
and reconciliation.

Ability to see and act on data immediately

Enfusion portfolio management gives Force Hill  
the ability to assess risk on a real-time basis, trading 
with confidence and exceptional flexibility.

Dedicated support and seamless deployment  
of updates 

Force Hill can adjust and improve its business 
over time with ease, avoiding the mess of complex 
upgrade cycles.

General Ledger capabilities

With full IBOR and ABOR, Force Hill can conduct 
its accounting activities with fewer steps and no 
workarounds.

Enfusion’s front-to-back platform is a perfect fit 
for Force Hill’s dynamic, risk-sensitive strategy and 
desire to respond to changing market conditions  
in nearly real-time, with:

  Custom portfolio views and groups based on 
geography, themes,  and additional portfolio 
manager criteria

  Order sizing and generation directly “in grid” from 
position reports in the PMS

  Seamless connections between OMS and EMS 
allowing PM and traders to coordinate

  Multi-currency and multi-time-zone capabilities

  Pre-trade compliance rule configuration directly 
within the platform

  Ability to manage accruals, expenses,  
and non-trading items

  Flexible GL reporting and drill-downs throughout  
the trading day

  Security master data 

  No need to set up new instruments

  Support for swaps and swap baskets

  Support, customized workflows, and real-time  
drop-copy data for SMAs
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